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Computer case Darkflash DLM21 (white)

Darkflash DLM21 computer case (white).
Are you looking for a computer case that will impress you with its stylish design, give you the possibility to expand your hardware and
stand out  with a number of  optimal  solutions? Choose the DLM21! Made of  tempered glass,  the side panel  makes it  easy to view the
computer's interior, and practical vents ensure effective cooling. The product is compatible with a wide range of components, allowing
you to expand and improve your hardware. Among other things, the top of the case features a USB 3.0 port.
 
Carefully thought-out design
You no longer need to use tools to disassemble the case and replace parts. You can conveniently open the magnetic side panel whenever
you need it. Made of tempered glass - it allows you to perfectly display individual computer components. It also allows you to achieve
excellent lighting effects - it will work well with RGB components, for example. The original design on the front catches the eye and gives
the model a unique character. In addition, the steel panels of the case ensure its durability and add even more modern style.
 
Optimal solutions - efficient cooling
Don't be afraid of problems with computer cooling. The ventilation holes located on the side panel of the case not only do a fantastic job,
but also look great. The product is also compatible with various types of components. For example, you will successfully install in it 2 120
mm or 140 mm fans each, as well as 240 mm water cooling. In total, you can install as many as 5 fans! The case is also equipped with an
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internal cooling channel.
 
Wide expansion possibilities
However, this is not the end of your possibilities! The model is compatible with a variety of parts, and its user-friendly design makes it
easy to expand or upgrade your computer. It also allows you to make optimal use of the available space. Among other things, the case
allows you to mount SATA 2.5 drives, a 350/330 mm VGA graphics card and a 210 mm power supply.
 
Compatibility with USB 3.0
Discover  the  advantages  of  high-speed  USB  3.0.  The  corresponding  port  located  on  top  of  the  case  will  provide  you  with  even  more
convenience.  It  is  also  backward  compatible  with  USB  2.0.  The  product  is  also  equipped  with  USB  2.0  ports,  headphone  output  and
microphone input. So you will successfully adapt it to your needs and create the perfect computer for you!
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelDLM21Housing  typeMini-towerSide  panelTempered  glassFront  panelPlasticBacklightingNoMotherboard
standardM-ATX  /  ITXPSU  standard210  mm,  bottom  mountSlots  for  internal  drives/drivesHDD:  3  or  2;  SSD:  2  or  1;Expansion  card
slots4Maximum  graphics  card  length350  /  330  mmMaximum  CPU  cooling  height160  mmMaximum  number  of  fans5Fan  mounting
optionsFront: 2x 120 mm fan; Rear: 1x 120 mm fan; Top: 2x 120 mm fan / 2x 140 mm fan;Water cooling mounting optionsRear: 1x 120
mm; Top: 1x 240 mm;Buttons and controlsPowerConnectors1x USB 3.0, 2x USB 2.0, headphone output, microphone inputMaterialSPCC
0.6 mmColorWhiteHeight405 mmWidth208 mmDepth376 mmWeight4.9 kg

Preço:

€ 52.00

Jogos, PC Cases
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